NAME OF COLLECTION: Margarita Oskarova DOMASHKIVICH Papers

SOURCE: Purchase, 1975

SUBJECT: Poetry; Children's Literature

DATES COVERED: ca. 1948-74 NUMBER OF ITEMS: 9

STATUS: (check appropriate description)
   Cataloged:   Listed:   Arranged: x   Not organized:  

CONDITION: (give number of vols., boxes, or shelves)
   Bound:       Boxed: 1   Stored:  

LOCATION: (Library) 

CALL-NUMBER 

RESTRICTIONS ON USE None

DESCRIPTION: Papers of Margarita O. Domashkevich (1894- ), who sometimes wrote under her maiden name, Gil'de. The collection includes bound typescript collections of her plays and verse for children and of her poetry, a copy of the journal Pravoslavnsia Rus', with a poem she wrote, two autobiographical letters, and a bound typescript collection of poems by her brother, Oskar O. Gil'de (1896-1969).
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